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WELCOME

As Red Bird enters its third year of operation, we're so proud of the thriving company

we've become.

In September 2018, Sue launched Red Bird Tutoring with three simple aims:

To teach skills and habits that
lead to long-term success,
rather than providing a quick fix.

To extend the reach of tutoring
so that it is accessible to all
children, regardless of
background.

So, how did we do in 2020? Well, it wasn't the year that any of us expected at all.

Firstly, we were dealt the blow of the cancellation of the 2020 GCSE examinations and

our busiest months of the year suddenly became quiet. National lockdowns and local

restrictions meant that we've spent the majority of 2020 tutoring online - less than

ideal for our style of tutoring.

But the wonderful Lesley and all of our tutors pulled together! Saturday tutoring

became the only time of the week that some of our learners were able to talk with a

teacher and the only time of the week that some of our tutors were able to talk directly

with learners. The sessions quickly became a highlight of the learning week for tutors

and learners alike.

Individual tutoring was introduced due to demand during lockdown and has become a

small but thriving part of our business.

To create a company that is
ethically and morally responsible
and which gives back.



To create a company that is ethically and morally responsible and which
gives back.

More than 100 hours of discounted tutoring delivered to the children of
NHS heroes and other key workers during lockdown.

Commitment made to ensure that all new suppliers are evaluated with
regard to their ethical commitments and sustainable practises.

Sponsorship of two local youth football teams, enabling more
youngsters to access grass-roots sports.

To extend the reach of tutoring so that it is accessible to all children,
regardless of background.

42% of small-group tutoring places delivered at a discounted rate to
families eligible for the Pupil Premium Grant.

600% increase in discounted tuition provided through schools to learners
with additional needs.

PROGRESS TOWARDS AIMS

To teach skills and habits that lead to long-term success, rather than
providing a quick fix.

All new tutors undertake comprehensive training in the unique
combination of teaching and coaching that defines Red Bird Tutoring.

Over 2,000 hours of small-group tutoring and 500+ hours of individual
tutoring delivered, supporting learners to reach their goals.

Learners continue to be recognised by their schools, winning academic
progress awards and being recognised for their new-found commitment
to  learning.

Downloadable audio files created by Lesley to help learners practise
mindfulness at times of anxiety during school closures.


